
 
ID Video
The all-in-one solution for 
integrated Access Control & 
Video Surveillance system

Key Features & Benefits
Tightly integrates with ACTA3's award winning ID 
Management Platform.

Combines benefits of Access Control, Time Atten-
dance and Video Monitoring in one solution.

IP Web Based Technology allows surveillance from 
any location in the World with WAN connection.

Easy upgrade to any existing ACTAtek installation!

Monitor and view real-time ACTA3 Event Logs 
under the 2-D Map.

Administrator can pre-set the alerts event e.g. “DOOR IS 
OPEN”. When the pre-set alert event happened, a blink-
ing red color icon with alert beep sound will display on the 
2-D Map to inform administrators.

Administrator can easily monitor and view the Event Logs 
,and also playback the recorded Video clips by defining 
the search timing. e.g. +/- 10 secs of Event Logs. 

Administrator also can view and compare the User Photos 
with the Snapshot Photos under ID Video Log. 

MS SQL database technology.
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ID Video
The all-in-one solution for 
integrated Access Control & 
Video Surveillance system

ID Video is an add-on application of  Access 
Manager to seamlessly combine Access Control System (ACTA3) 
with Video Surveillance Management (IP Camera) in one platform. 
With  ID Video, administrators can easily monitor the 
real-time ACTA3 Event Logs under the 2-D Map. Also by searching 
certain timing (+/- 10 secs) of Event Logs, administrators can just 
double click the Event Logs to playback the recorded Video clips  
under ID Video Log to help prevent the tail gating from happening.

When a user initiates an authentication from any at an ACTA3 unit 
(fingerprint, RFID smartcard or PIN) in the network, the video stream 
from the ACTA3 camera is time-stamped. The result is an applica-
tion that shows the ACTA3 event log, CMOScamera image and a 
selectable video option to see the authentication event. Searches 
can be performed for specific ACTA3 units, ID logs, individuals, 
specific days, time and so on - all the security information required. 
These features allow Security Directors to review potential 
"tail-gating" where one authentication and door open event results 
in multiple entry.

System Overview

ID Video compliments with 
ACTA3 and IP-based  Reader

Video Event Log 2D Map Viewer with
Real-time Event Logs Viewer of Terminals 

(ACTA3/ IP-based Reader)

Playback Video clip files linked with 
Event Logs

ACTA3        
IP-based
Reader

The application allows both 24/7 and motion detection operation. With Motion detection the user can limit the space to only 
events local to the ACTA3 units and doors that are monitored. 24/7 is continuous recording mode - suitable for situations 
where all continuous surveillance of the area is required.
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